Evidence that nitric oxide-induced synthesis of cGMP occurs in a paracrine but not an autocrine fashion and that the site of its release can be regulated: studies in dorsal root ganglia in vivo and in vitro.
As nitric oxide is a gas, it cannot be stored and has to be synthesized as required. This suggests that it could be released wherever nitric oxide synthase (NOS) is activated and due to its unstable state will react with appropriate targets at this site of production. In both dissociated dorsal root ganglion (DRG) cultures and in acutely isolated, but intact, DRG, treatment with capsaicin or bradykinin caused cGMP synthesis, which could be blocked by NOS inhibitors. The cGMP was synthesized in cells different from those expressing the neuronal isoform of NOS (nNOS). In dissociated cultures many of the cells stimulated to produce cGMP were neurons, whereas in isolated ganglia they were always satellite glia cells. Surprisingly, the satellite glia cells surrounding the nNOS-containing neurons did not contain cGMP. Following nerve section in adult rats, many axotomized ganglion neurons expressed nNOS. Again in these axotomized ganglia, most cGMP was expressed in the satellite glia surrounding nNOS-negative neurons. However, an nNOS-selective inhibitor reduced the cGMP present in these axotomized ganglia, suggesting that the cGMP synthesized is stimulated by NO (nitrogen monoxide) produced by nNOS. In both dissociated cultures and axotomized ganglia, nNOS-containing processes were observed close to cGMP-positive cells. These observations lead to the suggestion that NO acts in a paracrine fashion when stimulating the synthesis of cGMP and may not be synthesized at all sites containing nNOS.